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Subatomic physics is the study of the

properties of matter at scales about a
thousand times smaller than the width of
an atom, and invariably involve particles
smaller than a nucleus.  

We perform experiments in what is called photonuclear subatomic
physics.  These usually involve firing either high energy
electrons or high energy photons called gamma rays at
material and observing what comes out and how it comes
out (e.g. direction, energy, angle).  From this we can infer not only the
constituents and structure of matter at subatomic scales, but also the dynamics
or mechanisms of that structure. In particular, we study
nucleons (protons and neutrons) and their constituents,
quarks and gluons.    

Performing experiments with gamma ray beams has
only relatively recently hit its stride.  It has historically
been difficult to produce usable monochromatic beams of
gamma rays  (gamma rays can't be accelerated like
charged particles).  Only limited types of experiments
have been possible, and there are a lot of undesirable
“ background”  reactions associated with gamma ray and
electron beams that can adversely affect measurements.
Since the mid 1980's, our group has witnessed faster elec-
tronics, improved and innovative beam technology, and improved computer technol-
ogy that make a host of  fundamental yet previously inaccessible measurements
possible. 

Our workhorses are: scintillation counters to detect particles; NIM, CAMAC, and
VME standard electronics modules to process signals from our detectors; computers

to acquire and analyze data; and cables, lots of  cables. Scintillation counters detect
de-excitation photons from atoms and molecules that were excited by the passage of
a charged particle through them.  We use plastic and liquid scintillators, as well as

sodium iodide (NaI) and germanium crystals. Our electronics is fairly specialized
because the phenomena we are interested in occur on the time scales of  1 - 200 ns.
Computers are necessary because we acquire information on an event-by-event basis
resulting in a lot of  detailed information coming in at high rates that subsequently
needs to be picked apart.  Cables and duct tape tie all of it together.

Our activities are primarily at two facilities: the High Intensity Gamma Source
(HIGS) at Duke University, Durham, North Carolina and Thomas Jefferson National
Accelerator Facility (JLab) in Newport News, Virginia.

Students (both graduate students and summer students) design and
assemble components needed for experiments.  There has been a lot
of  programming  and  hardware testing  by  engineering  physics
students for  our  VME-based data acquisition
system  upgrades.  Students  get  involved  in
planning and learn how  to set  up the signal
processing  and  data  acquisition.   We then
assemble  our  equipment  (e.g. detectors,
electronics) and then take them to either facility
for  our experiments. Of  course,  students also
participate in the on-site setup and running of
the experiments.  They then analyze the data on
workstations  running  the  Linux  OS.
Characterizing how subatomic particles (both the ones we want and
the ones we don't)  behave in an experimental setup is a large part of
the work that goes into understanding the results of our experiments.
These involve a lot  of  programming since every experiment has
unique conditions that require custom analysis code.  
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We use the term "photonuclear"
even in electron scattering
because electromagnetic inter-
actions are actually mediated
by virtual photons, particularly
in the reactions we are inter-
ested in.
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Activities at High Intensity Gamma Source
http://higs.tunl.duke.edu  http://www.tunl.duke.edu  http://www.fel.duke.edu

At HIGS, we study the reactions of gamma rays with  nuclei and nucleons.  HIGS
is actually part of the Duke Free Electron Laser Laboratory. Normally, it operates as
a laser, producing visible to UV  laser light  with energies ranging from 1eV to
1000eV.   However, by reflecting its own laser light back
onto its electron beam  some photons  are given a boost to
higher  energies, making them gamma-rays in the million
eV (MeV) to hundred MeV energy range.  At this time, we
get  fluxes of  105 to  107 photons/s,  but  the aim is for
eventual flux of the order of 109 photons/s.

What makes HIGS of particular interest is that, not only
do the gamma rays have a very narrow energy range, they are 99.9% polarized,
something that is very difficult  or impossible to obtain at other gamma ray facilities.
Polarization is important because it gives us added sensitivity to the dynamics of
nucleons.  The effects can be quantified in "asymmetry".

In the example shown, the gamma rays that are going into the
page are polarized vertically  and result  in more particles

coming out of the target horizontally than vertically.  Using
a simplified formula for asymmetry,
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we would get a horizontal vs. vertical asymmetry of 0.67
± 0.08.

If we measure the asymmetry at different angles with respect
to the beam direction, we often find that the asymmetry changes and the amount it
changes would be determined by what is going on inside the nucleon when the
gamma ray hit it.

Blowfish:   Photodisintegration   of Nuclei  

One detector that measurements  all these angles simultaneously is Blowfish.  This
detector  was built  by  us and a group from the  University  of  Virginia.   It  is a
spherical array of scintillators covering a large range of angles, over  about a quarter
of  the angular area of  a sphere (p steradians).   In the photo, the beam enters from
the right through a hub and exits at the left.  The target sits in the center of  the
sphere.

Blowfish was designed to detect neutrons produced by
gamma-ray reactions such as the photodisintegration of
deuterons.  If a photon has sufficient energy, it can break
the two nucleons apart.  

Using polarized photons results in an asym-
metry in the directions the neutrons leave at.
We also intend to  study  the photodisinte-
gration of other nuclei like 3He and 4He.

  We are interested in  the low  energy
measurements because these have historically
been difficult and data is sparse even though
theoretical  calculations  suggest  that  very
significant information can be obtained from

these measurements.  For example, in the measurement of  the Gerasimov-Drell-
Hearn sum rule for deuteron photodisintegration (a major experiment), most of  the
important  effects we will  be measuring will  be at  the lowest  energies,  yet  the
outcome has ramifications on the internal dynamics of nucleons (quarks!).

We have provided much of  the electronics for reading and
processing signals from Blowfish, and the computer data acqui-
sition system.   Students have assembled the detectors and the
array,  designed  and  built  an  LED/fiber-optic-based  gain
monitoring  system,  built  custom  cabling  and  adapters,  and
upgraded the data acquisition software for Blowfish to accom-
modate hardware upgrades (new suite of  routines for  reading
VME ADCs &  TDC, RTEMS to run on PC with a gigabit/sec
PCI-VMEbus interface).
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A  deuteron is a proton and neutron
bound together and is the nucleus of
deuterium, a hydrogen isotope.  It is
of  particular  interest  to  subatomic
physicists because it continues to be a
testbed for  models,  in this case the
Standard Model (quarks and gluons).

initial
final

We use units of energy
called  electron-volts
(eV). This is the energy
that  an electron picks
up passing through a 1
volt  electric potential. 



Nuclear Compton Scattering (NCS)

Another reaction we are interested in is Nuclear Compton Scattering, the nuclear
version of Compton scattering you learn about in Modern Physics classes.  Instead of
bouncing photons from atomic electrons, the photons hit nuclei or nucleons.  Even
though  kinematically they  scatter  elastically,  the presence of  the electric  and
magnetic fields of  the photon affects the distribution of  matter (i.e. the quarks) in
nucleons, which in turn affects how the photon bounces away from the nucleon.

We will use 4 NaI detectors arranged at 0, 90, 180,
&  270 degrees around the beam (dotted magenta
line),  and  we will  step  through  the polar  angles
(measured from the beam).   The scattered gamma
rays (dash blue) that hits a detector creates a spray of
other  electrons  and  other  photons  known  as  an
electromagnetic shower.  We rely on this effect a lot
to measure the otherwise unobservable gamma ray.
The "donuts"  are 10cm thick  lead that  only  allows
gamma rays to hit the central volume of the detectors.

The main quantities of  interest are polarizabilities
of the proton, like the electric dipole polarizability but
to  higher  order,  and  those of  the neutron  (which  we hope to  deduce from
measurements with the deuteron and 3He).  These in turn tell us something about the
internal dynamics (quarks!) of nucleons.

Neutral Pion   Photoproduction  

With sufficient energy it is also possible
to create matter from the energy of the
photon (a direct demonstration of E = mc2).
In the past, our group made measurements
on a meson called the neutral pion (p0),
which has a mass of 135 MeV, or 260 times
that of an electron, or 1/7 of a proton.  

In  previous  measurements,  we  used
unpolarized  gamma-ray  beams,  and  we
found  that  some  important  parameters  called
scattering  amplitudes (directly  related to  probability)
could not be isolated. Polarization provides us with a way to
separate  these amplitudes and  study  others that  have become
increasingly important for our understanding of nucleon internal dynamics (quarks!).

We will  be continuing our study of the production of the p0 at HIGS.  We will  be
using a pair of high energy resolution, low acceptance detector arrays (yellow) with
the addition of  low resolution detectors (green) to increase the acceptance in the
measurement. Two arrays are needed because the neutral  pion practically instantly
decays into two gamma rays (blue dash lines) and we need to measure both for a
precision measurement.   This is still in planning.

Beam Monitoring

Not all projects are for specific experiments.  A
student project produced a prototype gamma-ray
beam  profile  monitor  for  use  with  many
experiments.   There has been a long standing
problem of  economically  measuring the beam's
position, size, and shape, especially in live-time.
Gamma-rays do not interact much with matter (90%
would go through an X-ray machine operator's lead
apron). We use an amateur astronomy CCD camera
(CCDs are well known for their sensitivity) to view
a scintillator. CCD cameras are not sensitive enough
for  our  other  applications,  but  they  are ideal  for
measuring bulk properties of  the beam.  The prototype has been proven to be very
useful and there is much interest in further developing it.

Activities at JLab: Hall A-BigBite
http://www.jlab.org  http://hallaweb.jlab.org/equipment/BigBite/
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Jefferson Lab generates continuous wave electron beams up to energies of 5 GeV
(5 billion eV).  It consists of two superconducting linear accelerators along the side
of a racetrack shaped ring and 3 experimental halls (Hall  A, B & C) to which it can
simultaneously supply electrons of different energies.

We are primarily involved with the BigBite Spectrometer collaboration in Hall A.
BigBite is a dipole electromagnet used to bend the trajectory of charged particles so
that their momentum can be determined by the degree of curvature of the trajectory.
It is an addition to the two existing magnetic High Resolution Spectrometers (HRS),
with the major difference that it has a wider angular acceptance (or “ bigger bite” )
than the HRS. 

Short Range Correlations (SRC)

As reaction energies go up,  the distance scales at  which
reactions occur become shorter.  Under such conditions, the
behaviour of  nucleons is bound to be "strange"  because the

strong force is repulsive at  short  ranges.   One effect  is  Short
Range Correlations.  

A high energy photon knocks out a proton, but in the short range repulsive situa-
tion a neutron or proton might  also leave the nucleus, back-to-back (180 degree
opening angle) with the first proton and with equal but opposite momenta.  If  this
happens more often than with other opening angles, then this is a sign of  a short
range correlation between the two.  

In this experiment,  we will  use the virtual  photon that  mediates the electro-
magnetic electron-nucleon interaction, detect the electron and proton in each of the
HRSs, and detect the neutron in a plastic scintillator array or the proton in BigBite.
This way we can measure 3 reaction configurations, proton-neutron pair,  proton-
proton pair, and all reactions that result in an electron and proton in each HRS.  The
3D rendered CAD drawing shows the layout.

Pi-0

One of the BigBite experiments is closely related to previous work of ours, neutral
pion production.  The main differences are that we will  be using an electron beam
and the virtual  photon to produce the pion,  and that
instead of  detecting the pion's decay photons, we
will  detect the recoiling proton (BigBite) and the
electron (LHRS).  

The motivation is the same, to measure the scattering
amplitudes as a function of energy.  This will be
compared against the latest calculations which are
currently in some difficulty due to ambiguous data.  We
are not sure if previous data are flawed or if the models used in the calculation are
flawed, so this experiment will hopefully provide definitive evidence of the
situation.

Electrodisintegration   of the Deuteron  

One BigBite experiment that is closely related to our work at HIGS is electro-
disintegration of the deuteron near breakup threshold (2.2 MeV - 20 MeV).  We
have been measuring this process with polarized real
photons at HIGS, whereas this experiment will use
virtual photons.  We will detect the recoiling electron
in one of the HRS and the breakup proton in BigBite
(at HIGS we detect the neutron).  We will also look for
the deuteron from elastic scattering so that we have a
reference reaction. BigBite
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